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ABSTRACT 

The equivalent-potential method is extended to perrni t a 

calculation of ( 1t'N) states with With the potential 

·given by nucleon and 
·)(· 

N (1238) exchange, there are no free parruneters 
·)(-

in the calculation. The N is then "predicted" at a mass of 

1100 MeV. The nonresonant phase shifts. also ar:;rce iri a general 

way with the results of phase-shift analysis; in particular, the 

s11 scattering length has the correct.sign, while N/D calculations 

produce the wrong sign. It is argued that this result indicates 

that the force due to iteration of the potential, included in this 

method but not in N/D , can be important. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An important problem in strong interaction physics has been 

the calculation of scattering amplitudes from input "forces," which 

arc: asswned };nown. One way of doing this is the N/D approxina tion. 

A fevr years ac;o Charap and Fubini1 and Balftzs
2 

sugges l;,.cd an alternative 

procedure for these calculo.tions. In a previous paper3 I reported 

an appl:Lcation of this procedure to rcrc and rcK scattering. In 

this paper I extend the method to apply to the rcN amplitude. 

At moderate energie~:> the "force," or at least the long-ro.nge 

part of it, may be considered to arise from the exch:-:tnge of simple 

systems in the crossed channel.. Let ur:; suppose tl1at 11c have written 

dovin a satisfactory representation of the force, and ':fish to construct 

the corresponding scattering 8Jllplitude. More precisely, suppose that 

vle believe '"e 1mow the nearby t discontinuity -'\ B( s, t) ( l·rhere s 

and t are the ;:;quares of the center-of-mass energy- and of the 

momentum transfer, respectively, and all amplitudes have definite 

exchange parity), and that we will settle for an amplitude A(s,t) 

which (a) satisfies elastic unitarity, and (b) has its t discon

tinuity equal to B 
At ' at least for small t . The reason that 

such an amplitude might be satisfactory is, of course, that the 

closest singularities are included correctly. We can certainly use 

the N/D equations to insure requirements (a) and (b). However, 

since AtB does not contain the iterations of the input forces, 

the amplitude we obtain vdll not have some of the properties that 
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it ;.rould if the iterations ;.re:re included: · for example, correct 

threshold behavior will not automatically appear. 

As an alternative to the N/D approximation, \VC could 

consider, f'or spinless external particles, the amplitude f(s,t) 

obtained from a Schrodinc;er equation with the energy-dependent 

potential 

V(r,s) -1 
2rc~ 

(l) 

~ being the reduced mass. Th:i.s potential is actu:J.lly the first 

term (the long-range part) of an i terati vcly con::; true ted potential 

discussed in Refs. l and 2 1-rhich, \·rhen inserted into the Schrodinger 

equation, would reproduce exactly the scattering cunplitudc generated 

b th M d. l . •t •t t" l+ y . e an e stam unl tar:L y l eTa ·lor1. llo\.,rever, the amplitude f 

already satisfies requiremer,ts (a) and (b); moreover, since it comes 

from a Schrod.inger equation, it lvill, under one stipulation, have 

correct threshold beh:'l.vior u.nd the structure :Ln t Hhich '.-le expect 

from the Mandelstam representation. This stlpu.lation is that 

V(r,s) 

InCC1l1S 

be less si.ngu+.ar tl1an 
-2 

r at the or:i.gll1, 1.:hich from (l) 

A B 
t 

goes to zero faster than 
-l/2 t at lo. rcc t \-lheJJcver 

::.he input forces are given as pole terms, this requil·emcnt is surely 
.. 

satisfied. 

Although solving a Schrodinger equation implies going off the 

mass shell, it is not necessary in this method to assume anything 
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about off-shell scattering, since the only input is the on-shell 

potential Blankenbecler and Sugar5 have recently proposed 

a method of maldng dynrunical calculations vlhich shares with this 

one the feature of including the force due to iterated exchange, 

but which requires the off-shell potential. 

If' the external particles do have spin, there may be several 

eoupled amplitudes, in which case Eq: (1) becomes more complicated. 

Balfzs has ~ricd to vlri te a Schrodinger equation for the rrN 

runplitude which is a matrix in spin space.
6 

He found that the 

attractive potential corresponding to nucleon cxch~nge behaved 

like -3 r · at the origin, uhich he proposed to handle with a cutoff. 

My approach will be different: to define a single, unitary amplitude, 

which I will call F(s,t) , and its nearby t discontinuity 

I can then use (l) together with the Schr()dinger equation to recover 

F from a knowledge of F B 
t 

In Section II below I construct this 

amplitude, discuss its crossing relations, and discover that my 

method is applicable to states with l 
J = t + ~ but not those 

with In Sect:i.on III I display the potentials 

·X· 
corresponding to N and N that I have used, and in Section IV 

present numerical results and a few conclusions. 
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II • SPIN-INDEPENDENT AMPLITUDES 

The kinematics ot~ rcN scatterinG have been summarized by, 

f 1 F t h · d n ·· · 7 1 t t · I h 11 .or ex:imp e, rau sc l an ,•,aJ.ecK::J.;, H1oscc no a·lon sa use. 

Consider the partial-v·.J.vc amplitudes f -t-(s) 
~-

for orbital angular 

momentum <.. U.t1d J = t ± ~ , '.-ih:i.ch arc normo.l:izc-d to ei
5 

sin o/q 

under the asswnption of elastic unitarity. Then let F be defined ± 

by 

(2) 

in the· physical region, and by analyt:ic continuation lv1K·rcver the 

sum :in ( 2) cloeL> not conver,sc. The sum def:i.ninc; F bec;in:.; at 
+ 

the swn for F at t = 1 . Since the. f + so.tisfy the unitarity . ,_-
of spinless particles, so will ·F 

+ 
and F That is, 1-1e have the 

familiar relations 

= (3) 

F+ and F are not coupled by unitarity. 

The price vre pay for elim:inating spin f'rom the uni tarity 

equation is that the crossing relations become co;npLi.cated. In 

the Appendix, the follovring points are establi::;hcd: the e:{chunge of 

a particle contributes to F (s t) 
+ ' 

not only a pole, but also a cut 

cxLcnd:i.nc from the pole poc:i. t:i.on to t = + oo • 

corresponcU.ng to a single-particle exchange force can ·be written 

0 ' 
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(4) 

vrhere g± and h± are kinematic factors, t is the position p 

of the pole in F±' and ¢+ is zero if t < t Also, at p 

large t 
' I ¢+(s,t)l <canst. X 

t-3/2 and ¢ (s,t) > canst. > 0 

From Eq. (1), this means that the potential corresponding 

· to F t-B behaves like -3 r at the origin. Thus I cannot use a 

(nonsingular) Schrodinger equation to satisfy requirements (a) and 

(b) applied to F (as could also have been seen froni the fact that 

F ~ has no s va ve). For this rco.son my method does not enable me 

to calculate scattering in those states 1-rlth J = t - ~ . · Hm-rever, 

the potential corresponding to F B behaves like 
t+ 

-1 
r at the 

origin, and so I am able to produce an amplitude satisfyine; (a) and 

(b). In fact, it will turn out that for the range of ener[~ics 

considered, the effect on the amplitude of ¢ + j_s very small and 

might as well have been neglected; this is consj_stcnt vith the hope 

that for moderate energies w2 need only consider the long-range parts 

of forces. 

To summarize this section, the plan is as follovs: to 

construct the potential corresponding to particle exchange according 

to Eqs. (l) and ( 4) 1-li th the + sign, and to numerically solve 

the resulting Schrodinger equation for the amplitude f . This 

amplitude vlill, l·li thin the limitations of the approxirllations 

implicit in my method, coiQcide \·lith F+(s,t), 1-1hose partial Haves 

arc the physical partial waves F . 
t+ 

. 

,{ 
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III. THE POTENTIAL 

I consider the forces due to the exchange of the nucleon 
-)(· 

and the N (1238). The coupling;_; of the p are somewhat uncertain, 

and in any case the contribution is expected to be small. 8 p 

Since one of the virtues of the method I t:sc is that there need be 

no adjustable parameters, I simply neglect the p force. 

* The contributions of N and N exchange in the u channel 

to the invariant amplitudes A and B have been given by Ball 

and Wong.9 For the amplitudes of 1sotopic spin (~ , ~) these 

contributions are 

B 
A (s,t,u) = (a -a s)/(L/-u) 1 2 

13 
B (s,t,u) 

2 0 0 0 

- (4/3, 1/3) gN·X (b1-b2s)/(t:.c.;-u) + (1,-2) t::r//(M"--u) , 

i·rhere in units in \vhich m 
T( 

8. 9, 2 '8 o o6 g ·Y.· I :n: "' • ' 
N 

( ~i) 

·'f.· 

c = Tt = 1 , the N m:;.s~:; 6 is 

b "' -15~(, and b,., == L 5 . Projecting the partial '.raves of definite 
l c.. 

exchange parity from (5), 1.ve have 



. B±( ) B.e. s 

= ± 

= + (11/3, l/3) 
2 

[~ ~t:· 
N 
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(6) 

where, because of the unet}ua1 mac~s kinemtics, the pole positions 

t * 
N 

depend on s : 

I now drop the subscript ± from Ft±B 

(7) 

since I can Hork only 

with Ft+B ,'and adopt a superscript ± to indicate excl1ange parity, 

th t 1:' B+ . 1 . 1 f J l d I, B-so a _['t lS p1ysJ_ca or - 2 even, an -'t for 

1 
J - 75 odd. Then from Eqs. (6) and (Al3), 

c .. 

X 

(Equation 8 cont'd) 
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where 
. 2 [ ·,-, . . 211/2 

f3R = 1 + t/2q + (2 + t/2qc..) (t/2q )J , ·the C's are given 

1\ 
(A3), and S is given by Eq. (Al2). The Schr5dinger equation by Eq. 

potential is given by 

-r v' t/ e r (1' ) 

the -l/2 2::; normali.zatit)n i'actur in Eq. (1) being a.lreu.<J._.Y contained 

B± in F t . 'J;'he numerical valuES of V depend only on the experimentally 

determined rruisses M and 6 andcoupling constants 

2 
gN·Y.· 

I 

and 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

As mentioned above, only the phase shifts for the states 

\vi th could be calculatecl. Below 1500 MeV total energy, 

the calculations show one resonance, in the state at 1100 MeV, 

just above threshold. Its \lidtll r :i G l. ~) M<.:V; this corresponds 

to a reduced width A = rn
2 rjq3 of 6. 2, to be co:;1parcd with the 

experimental value of 13. 5. TJ1e nonre:oonant phase shifts also agree 

in a general way with the results of plnse-shift analysis, even 

thou[!,h there Here no parameters tlw.t w~re ad;iusted to make them a~ree . 

. In Figs. 1 and 2 the nonresonant ·phase shifts ·.-ri.th t ,<S 2 are compared 

with.the 0- to '{00-McV ph::t.se-sh1ft analysis.by Ropcr.
10 

At higher ener[!;ies the results were not consistent with 

experiment. Between :1_')00 and 2~;oo MeV, the only resonances to 

appear were a second P
33 

at 1600, and an s
11 

at 211+0, and this 

is clearly wronc;. In part:Le11lar, the Rec;r;e recurrencc-:.s of tht:~ 

* N (1238) never appear; the tra,)ectory rises only to t = 2.1 at 

1920 MeV. HoHever, the slope of the trajectory at the re:3onant 

-2 energy is 0.9 (GeV) , Hhich is the same slope as that obtained from 

* 11 a stratc:ht-line fit to the N ~wd its observed ·recurrences. 

'fhis result is not surpris·Lng if v.'C believe that, 1-1hile at low 

encrc;ies tJ;c 6 trajectory is pTir,nrily coupled to the ;rN cbannel, 

n.t t1ic:her enel'[!ies channels with biG,her thresholds (and probably 

hi[j:1er external spin) are imporkmt. In c;enera.l, rny method could 

not be expected to be correct at high energies, for at least three 

reasons: at high energies (i) the simple form of the c;eneralized 
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potential is not justified, (ii) the asswnption of elastic unitarity 

is wrong, and (iii) the Jiff'erences bet,,reen the present calculation 

and the full Mandelstarn iteration becomes more acute. Therefore it 

is understandable that the calet:lation should fail above 1500 MeV 

and still produce reasonu.ble results at lover energies, where these 

three faults seem not to be so important. 

'rhe reported results were all obtained from the potential 

eiven by Eq. (8). If the cut in "" has been neglected (S set 

equal to zero), none of the qualitative features would have been 

changed. 

It is interestine to try to understand the rela~ion between 

the calculation reported here and· elast:Lc N/D cnlculat:L011:~. For 

this purpose let us suppose that the assumptions conunon to both' 

methods, such as elastic unitarity and the particular choice of the 

generalized potential, were correct. Under this SlJpposi tion, the 

approximation involved in N/D is to neglect contributions to the 

left-hand cut of all but the lov;cst Mandelstam un:L tari ty iteration. 

As mentioned in Section I, solvinr:; the Schr6'dinger equation means 

including all the terms of the unitarity iteration. Only the 

.lowe:3t term is included exactly (with relativistic kiuematics )--

to j.nclude them all woul<,l require an infinite itc.:-:ro.tion just to 

construct the potential--but it seems reasonable to hope that this 

is better thanneglectinr; them altogether. If this be correct, 

then a given (attractive) generalized potential should produce more 
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scattering in the present method than in N/D , which neglects 

the attraction produced by iteration of the potential. For a 

repulsive potential, the iterations alternate in sign, and hence 

tend to cancel; taking only the lowest-order contribution to the 

left-hand cut means usinc: too much reptlls:Lon. We would expect, 

then, that in the calculation described in this paper attractive 

forces would appear strone;er, and repulsive forces weaker, than 

in N/D cn.leulat:i.ons. 

Unfortunately, this comparison is made difficult by the fact 

that with an adjustable cutoff, any force can be made as strong as 

one pleases. We then have to push.the argument further: if N/D 

nec;lects important attractive contributions to tlw lcf~.-hand cut, 

then in order to obtain a resonance or bound state at t.he correct 

mass, it is necessary to rnal\.c the cutoff hi[")1er than if the extra 

attraction were includ.ed. This means that the D function would 

change more slowly with energy, and residues vTOuld thus be greater. 

So if the method used in this paper is a reliable approxhnation to 

the unitarity iteration, we would expect it to produce smaller 

residues than N/D calculations. Indeed, this is the case. The 

* residue of the N 

vo.lue, while N/D 

reported here is only one half of the physical 

9 lr 
calculations predict it to be too larce. ' ~ 

Also, in a previous study of rcrc scattering using the sa.;11E: methods, 3. 

the residues, although larger than the experimental values, 

carne out smaller {and the trajectories came out steeper) than in 

analogous N/D calculations. 
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Hm-Tever, a comparison of the effective strengths of forces 

in my method and in N/D can be made in a more direct vr<J.y. 

Consider the case of tvo fm·ces, of opposi tc si(JlS but comparable 

mar;ni tudes. If the forces are of tlw same ro.ngr::, then they will 

cancel w-ithin the Born ter.~!. If they are of different ro.nge::;, the 

iteration vill make the attractive one stronc:cr, and the repulsive 

one veaker, although changing the cutoff might not affect the re-

lati ve strene;ths of the tv/0 :forces. 

An cxar:::ple of such a case can be found in the rrN 

·X· 
partial Have, vhere N exchanc:e j_s repulsive and N is attractive. 

Abers and Zemach
8 

estimate the magnitude of the :f'orce to be 

1.1 times that of the N force; the important point is th1t they 

be comparable. Also, the ranc:e:s are quite different: becaw:oe of the 

unequal rr and N masses; the ratio of the ranges of the t1:10 

M/6 "' t 1/tNx-forces is not "' 0. ~(5 but ratber is wbich o.t 

thrc :;1 :old is about o.44. The fact~3 that the energy dependence of 

the tHo forces is different, and that the coupled: P
11 

amplitude, 

etlthout::b far away, is stronc:, make difficult the application of the 

above reasoning to the N/D calculation of the. s
11 

. Nevertheless, 

N/D calculations do produce a ne[ative SC<fttering lenc:th (i.e., a 

t l • f ) 91 12 1 l cl ' • k tl-.~t h (; • ne ; repu s1. ve orce , a t 10U(:Jl 1. t lS ·. nown IUJ. t (~ sea ter1.ng 

10 I"=·' l" 
length is positive. ' .J Coulter and Shaw c.. obtained a net::ative 

· scatterinc; length even vlhen tbey took account of inelastic~Lty. 

As can be seen from Fig. la, the scattering lelJ[!,th pred:i.cted 

by my calculations is positive. Its value turns out to be 
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0.29 m -l ; Hamilton and Woolcock13 give a value of 0.17 m -l . 
n n 

The potential I used differed from that used in Refs, 9 and 12 

in that I did not include the force due to p exchange. However, 

since the p force is attractive in the sll state, including 

it would not have decreased the attraction. 

One miLht suspect that the failure of N/D calculations 

for the sll state indicates a failure of the assumptions, in 

partic(llar that unknown short-range forces are very important, at 

least for the s "'ave. The results presented here sur:;c:est the 

opposite: tk .. :, when itemU.ons of' the potential are taken into 

X 
account, simple N and N exchange is adequate to obtain a 

reasonable fit to low-energy nN scattering. 
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APPENDIX 

We need to know the contribution to Ft± of a particle 

pole in the crossed reaction. 'rhe invo.riant amplitudes A and 

B satisfy simple crossing relations,. so this contribution to A 

and B is a pole in t or u . The partial waves will then be 

given by expressions of the form 

(Al) 

Comparison with Eq. (6) shoHs, for example, for nucleon exchange, 

this appendix we determine F ± \vhe n At and B t are gi veh by 

(Al). 

From Ref. 7, 

the matrix c being given by 

( '(W+M)
2 

.\ 

' 2 
[ (W+M)

2 
fl

2 ][w-M) \ 
- f.l 

c 1 i = 
32rM

2 ( 

\ 
f.l

2
] ( W + M] 

I 

2 2 
[ (W~M)2 

/ . 

\- (W-M) + f.l } (A3) 
I 

= s and f.l =pion mass. Substituting (Al) and (A2) 

into the definition 
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(Ah) 

we get 

The first swn is easy: 

00 . . 

2 _____ ' (2t + 1) Pt(z) ~~tC-;0 )- 1/(z0 - z) . 

t == 0 

(A6) 

'Ehe second sum is not so easy. Define 

(A7) 

For s fixed in the physical rec;ion, z
0 

will be: fixed anu c;reater 

than 1. He shall need to evaluate the discontinuities and the 

·asymptotic behavior of G± in the :;, plane for f'ixc(J The 

sum~; in (A'() converce only in an ellipse passinq throurr)1 z
0 

, so 

it is necessary to do the sums vrhere they converge, and then 

continue in z _ [this continuation is implied in writ inc; (A6)] 

Let us first swn S for 1 < z < z We can use . + J . 0 . 

Laplace 1 s integ,ral representations for P t and Q .t 
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Althouc;h Pt is an entire function, let us choose to stay on 

the sheet of 
2 1/2 0 1/2 

(z - l) jn ·which (z'-- 1) --) z at large 

lzl . From (A6) and (AT), 

l 
z ·- z 

0 

1 
- f3R 

2 1/2 
The choice (3R = z + ( z -1) · \..rill mean trut G h'ls no pole. 

Now substitute (AS) into (A9): 

t'\z,z0 ) =~I (2t + 1) J~ dx J
:n: 

'l'he sum Ccin lle done inside the integrals, 

L(2t + l) cl 0-t-l ]_ 

f3 - 0: + 

si!;cc · io:/f>l < 1 throughout tho rec;ion of double intec;ration . 

. He can now do the integral over e to c:et 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 
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dx 1 

(Al2) 

It is straiglltfon.rard to shov: th:.tt t11is tntC[:,ral cx:L::;~s for 

all z · except for z = zo and ,, r r 1 '-, : 
L•'-- l- ,--.-_L_: J tl1at Is I --,/2 -) canst x lz ,-.) 

at large I z I ;-and that S has c.. cut from -l to +I 

(which does not appear "in S ) and another from 
+ 

ComMninc: (J\5), (A6), nnd (A<J), 1-1e have 

F (s,t) + -

'/0 

z to 
0 

+ 00 

(Al3) 

with 
2 

z = l + t/2q and 
2 J_ L 

+ ( z -1) 
/\ 
S can be evaluated 

numeric: .. J.lly from (Al2). F. B l~-· Ll1c ima(:i '*ry JKl.rt of (AlJ), which 
1~ w 

is 0 if z < z
0 i 

We can sum S_(z,z
0

) in a similar way, and obtain 

dx 1 
( x ~~ -1 ) 1/2 . -( 13_,2=---2.:..:.[3z_+_l_) l:--/-r::-2 

:< [ ~ -
(3z - 1 

'.1 l/2 z + (z<--1) 

but the imaginary part of thl.s integral is ~ rc/lt at large z 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

"' B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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